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Historical note: A subsidiary of the Smithsonian Institution.

Summary: Materials from the office of Professor Charles Edward Lucke (1876-1951), Chairman of the Dept.
of Mechanical Engineering, Columbia University, relating to the National Museum of Engineering and
Industry, New York City. The collection is composed of correspondence, much of it addressed to H.F.J. Porter,
the secretary, and various types of reports.

Organization: Arranged.

Finding aids: Box list, 1p.

Donor: Gift of the office of Prof. Lucke, ca. 1955.

Restrictions on use: Collection is shelved offsite and requires 48 hours for access.
Available for faculty, students, and researchers engaged in scholarly or publication projects.
Permission to publish materials must be obtained in writing from the Librarian for Rare Books and Manuscripts.

Faculty. 5. Mechanical engineers. 6. College teachers.
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Box List

Box #1. Correspondence — 1922. Shelved off-site
Box #2. Correspondence — 1920-1923. Shelved off-site
Box #3. Correspondence — 1920-1923. Shelved off-site
Box #4. Correspondence — 1921-1924. Shelved off-site
Box #5. Correspondence — 1923. Shelved off-site
Box #6. Correspondence — 1924. Shelved off-site
Box #7. Correspondence — 1924-1925. Shelved off-site
Box #8. Correspondence — 1924-1925. Shelved off-site
Box #9. Correspondence — 1925. Shelved off-site
Box #10. Correspondence — 1925-1926. Shelved off-site
Box #11. Correspondence — 1925-1928. Shelved off-site
Box #12. Correspondence — 1925-1928. Shelved off-site
Box #13. Correspondence — 1925-1928. Shelved off-site
Box #14. Correspondence — 1926-1927. Shelved off-site
Box #15. Correspondence — 1927-1928. Shelved off-site
Box #16. Correspondence — 1927-1928. Shelved off-site
Box #17. Correspondence — 1927-1928. Shelved off-site
Box #18. Correspondence — 1929. Shelved off-site
Box #19. Correspondence — 1929-1930. Shelved off-site
Box #20. Correspondence — 1929-1931. Shelved off-site
Box #21. Correspondence — 1930-1931. Shelved off-site
Box #22. Correspondence — 1931-1932. Shelved off-site